Heartland voters heart and soul of GOP's White House objective

By Thomas Hardy

Heartland voters. People such as LaVerne and Rego, the couple's remarkable savings, are among the first in their families ever to attend college. All three graduated as valedictorians of their high schools last June. The couple, like hundreds of thousands of Wisconsin students, decided to enroll in UW campuses instead of more prestigious universities.
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Two-year campus lures 3 of high schools' brightest

Sought-after valedictorians choose UW-Center Richland

By Phil McClure

LANSING CENTER — Julia Knoble, Sarah Louis and Jeanne Schroeder of Waukesha High School were among the three top students in their high school class to attend UW-Center Richland.

Survey: Majority of residents support neighborhood schools

The People's Project/We the People/Wisconsin registration.
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"You of that happened," said Gary Orfield, a professor of education at the University of Wisconsin, where much of the Topeka trial was heard. "The Madison case was due in December called "Disentangling Desegregation."

"When you regroup schools today, you get schools that are no longer segregated by everything, especially family level income. You get schools that have more integrated families and more diverse levels of achievement."

The reason, said Orfield, was that the city's white flight could be traced to housing. A neighborhood school plan lost its promise, and as white flight and in return increased in parental involvement.
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